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ON

DUAL‑BIMODULES

(Dedicated to Prof. G. Azumaya

for his seventieth birthday)

By
Y. Kurata and K. Hashimoto
A ring R

with Identity in which I=hRlR(I) for every right ideal 1 and

Ir1r(J) for every left ideal / of R is called a dual ring.
investigated by many
QF‑ring

authors.

As is well‑known,

an

/=

This ring has been

Artinian dual ring is a

and, recently, Hajarnavis and Norton [4] have studied dual rings and

pointed out that certain properties well‑known

for QF‑rings are also seen to

hold without the Artinian assumption.
In this paper, we
give

a

shall introduce

the notion of dual‑bimodules

module‑theoretic characterization of dual rings.

with identity and RQs an (R, S)‑bimodule.

We

and try to

Let R and S be rings

shall call Q a left dual‑bimodule

if
(1) lRn.Q(A)=A
(2)
A

for every left ideal A of R, and

iQlR(Q')=Q'

for every S‑submodule

Q' of Q.

right dual‑bimodule is similarly defined and

we

shall call Q a dual‑

bimodule if it is a left dual‑bimodule and is a right dual‑bimodule

as well.

A

left dual‑bimodule need not be a right dual‑bimodule in general (see Example
4.2).
Trivially a dual ring is a dual‑bimodule.

A bimodule which defines a Morita

duality is a dual‑bimodule [1, Exercise 24.7]. Furthermore,
a quasi‑Frobenius bimodule in the sense of Azumaya
rem

4]).
In Section 1, we

show

a dual‑bimodule is

[2] (cf. also [5, Theo‑

that, among

shall study

basic properties of left dual‑bimodules and

other things, an (R, S)‑bimodule Q such that the mapping
X: R―>

End (Qs)

given by a―>aL, the left multiplicationby a, is surjective is a left dual‑bimodule
if and only if every factor module of RR and Qs is (5‑torsionless(Theorem
for a left dual‑bimodule RQs

the ring R is semilocal (Theorem

1.10) and

for every i?‑module RQi^0, RQS is a left dual‑bimodule with S=End(RQ)
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1.4),
that

if and
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only if R is simple
we

shall show

Artinian (Theorem

1.16).

Finally, in closing this section,

that the notion of left dual‑bimodules is closed under Morita

equivalence (Theorem
We

and K. Hashimoto

1.20).

shall treat in Section 2 dual‑bimodules. It is shown

bimodule

Q

with

both

RQ

and

that for an (/?, S)‑

Qs finitelygenerated, Q is a dual‑bimodule if

and only If ^Z? and 5S are Q‑refiexive and every factor module
and Qs is (?‑torsionless(Theorem

of RR, Ss, rQ

2.8). Furthermore, if Qs is finitelygenerated

and rad(RQ)￡rad (Qs), then the ring R is semiperfect (Theorem
In Section
RQs‑

3, we

It is shown

2.10).

shall consider a duality defined by a left dual‑bimodule

that, in case RQ is finitelygenerated, a duality defined by Q

exists if and only if Qs is quasi‑injectiveand X is surjective (Theorem
that the duality is one between
erated Q‑reflexive i?‑modules
cogenerated

the full subcategory
and

of i?‑mod

the full subcategory

3.3) and

of finitely gen‑

of mod‑S

of finitely

Q‑reflexive S‑modules (Proposition 3.4).

Finally we

shall provide, in Section 4, some examples

of left dual‑bimodules

to illustrate the results given in this paper.
Throughout

this paper, R and S will denote rings with identity. If RM is

a left /?‑module and
particular, A^RR
will mean

M' is a submodule

will mean

M'

A is a left ideal of R.

is essential (small) in

right S‑modules.

of M, then we shall write M'^RM,

M.

We

For an (R, S)‑bimodule Q, we

For

M'^RM,

in

M'^eWRM

shall use similar notations for
write ( )*=Hom(―,

Q) to de‑

note the Q‑dual functor.
For notations, definitions and familiar results concerning

the ring

theory

we shall mainly follow [1].

1. Left Dual‑Bimodiiles.
We

shall begin with

Lemma

the following

1.1 [1, Exercise 24.3]. Let

each indexed

set (Ax)a

Q

he a left dual‑himodule.

Then

for

of left ideals of R and each indexed set (Qx)a of sub‑

modules of Qs
1q(I^aAx)=^aiq(Ax)
The
mapping

preceding lemma

implies

and

Ir(^aQ'x)=J1aIr(Q'x) .

that if Q is a left dual‑bimodule,

A‑>n,Q(A) is a lattice anti‑isomorphism

the submodule
is faithful.

lattices of RR and Qs.

then

the

with inverse Q'‑>Ir(Q') between

In particular, we

have Ir(Q)=0, i.e. RQ

On dual‑bimodules
Lemma
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1.2. Let Q be an (/?, S)‑bimodule.

Then for A<,RR

the following

conditions are equivalent:
(1) lBiQ(A)=A.

Proof.

This follows from the fact that tRhQ(A)/A=Re]RIA(Q) for every

A￡RR [1, Lemma
men

24.4], where RejRU(Q)=n{Ker

Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

h＼h<=UomR(R/A, Q)} [1, p.

by (1.2) RR is (J‑torsionless. Hence,

not only cyclic i?‑modules, but also left ideals of R
Note

that if a

bimodule

Q

of R is ^‑reflexive [1, p. 278].
has no

are Q‑torsionless.

defines a Morita duality, then every left ideal
However,

there is a dual‑bimodule

Q‑reflexive left ideal of R (see Example

Q

which

4.1). Hence a dual‑bimodule

need not define a Morita duality, in general.
Recall that X: /?‑>End(Qs)
plication by

a. If Q

is the mapping

given by a^>aL, the left multi‑

is a left dual‑bimodule, then RQ is faithful and hence

Lemma
1.3. Let Q be an (/?, S)‑birnodule. Then for Q'^Qs
conditions are equivalent:
(1)

1qIr(Q')=Q'.

(2)

Q'^(R/Ir(Q'))*,

where 0:Q'^(R/lR(Q'))*

given by $(u)(a + lR(Q'))=au

/

the following

denotes the monomorphism

for u<=Q', a^R.

Furthermore, (1) implies
(3)

Q/Q'

is Q‑torsionless,

and if X is suriective, then (3) imtlies (1).
Proof.
morphism

Since Q'^>iqIr(Q') and

the composite

map

(R/Ir(Q'))*=>iqIr(Q') with 0 is the identity map

holds if and only if <j)i s onto.
(1H(3)

follows from

tive. these are the same

This means

of the canonical iso‑
of Q', the equality

that (1) and (2) are equivalent.

the fact that RejQ/Q>(Q)￡iQlR(Q')/Q'. If X is surjec‑
and (3) implies (1).

Clearly Qs is Q‑torsionless. Hence, for a left dual‑bimodule Q by (1.3) not
only submodules
Combining

Theorem

of Qs, but also factor modules
these two lemmas,

1.4.

Let Q

we

of Qs are Q‑torsionless.

have

be an (R, S)‑bimodule.

If X is surjective, then the
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following conditions are equivalent:
(1)

Q is a left dual‑bimodule.

(2)

Every factor module

As we

shall show

of RR and Qs is Q‑torsionless.

in (2.7),if Q is a dual‑bimodule and Qs is finitely gen‑

erated, then X is surjective. However, in case X is not surjective, though every
factor module

of

RR and Qs is <2‑torsioniess,we can not conclude that Q is a
left dual‑bimodule, in general (see Example
4.4).
The

following lemma

Lemma

1.5.

is often useful.

Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule, A^RR

and Q't￡Qs‑

Then

we

have
(1)

A<>eW

(2)

Q'^ew

Proof.

RR if and only if fiQ(A)￡He^Qs.
Qs if and only if UQ')^tW

(1) Suppose that A^sRR

RR.

and >iQ(A)r＼Q'=0forsome Q'^Qs.

by (1.1) A+lR(Q')= R and hence lR(Q')=R.

Then

Thus we have Q'=0, from which

we see that *iQ(A)<Le
Qs.
Conversely, suppose thatiQ(A)<.eQs and A+A'=R

forsome A'^RR.

iQ(A)r＼iQ(A')―0
and hence iQ(A')=0. Thus we have A'=R,

Then

which shows that

A^sRR.
(2) follows from (1) at once.
From thislemma, we can see that the socle corresponds to the radicalto
each other under the latticeanti‑isomorphismbetween the submodule lattices
of RR and Qs. Indeed, we have
Proposition
(1)

1.6.

Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

Z(RQ)=rad(Qs)=>iQ($oc(RR))

Then

where Z(RQ) denotes the singular submodule

of rQ.
(2)

rad(/?)=/a(soc≪?s)).

Proof.

(1) If u(=Z{RQ),

Conversely, if u^r&d(Qs),
Qs.

Hence,

uS

Z(RQ).
Furthermore,

then

by (1.5) uS￡sQs

then u is contained in some

is also small in Qs.

rad(Qs)―r＼{Q'^Qs＼Q'

minimal in RR} = tQ($oc(RR)).
Likewise (2) follows from (1.1).

Again

and hence werad(Qs).
small submodule

by (1.5) Ir{u)^6rR

is maximal

Q' of

and u is in

in Qs}=r＼{iQ(A)＼A

is

On

Proposition
dimension.
Proof.

1.7.

Let Q

Let Qi=u<=Q.

dual‑bimodules

be a left dual‑bimodule.

maximal

with

Then Qs has finite Goldie

If there is no nonzero submodule

ing u, then Qs is indeed uniform.
Qs
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Otherwise

of Qs not contain‑

there exists a submodule

respect to not containing u by Zorn's lemma.

Qu

of

Then

QjQu

hence

there

is uniform.
Now

clearly Pw^eQ

exist Mi,･･■
, wn in Q
n?=i^Bi=0.

Thus

Q≪=0.

Therefore

i?=S0*≪eQ /ij(QJ and

such that Ir{QUi)+ ■･･
J rU{QUn)

Q is embedded

into

Q/QUl@

R‑

We

― RQ/Qun,

therefore have
from

which

we

see that Ox has finiteGoldie dimension.
From

this proof we see at once

Proposition

1.8. Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

(1)

Qs is finitelycogenerated.

(2)

soc{Qs) is finitelygenerated and is the smallest essential submodule

of

Qs [1, Proposition 10.7].
(3)

There are only finitely many

The

preceding proposition is based on the fact that RR is finitelygenerated.

Hpnrp

non‑isomorphic simple submodules of Qs.

wp have

Proposition

1.9. Let Q

be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

Qs is finitelygen‑

erated if and only if rR is finitelycogenerated.
If this is the case, soc(RR) is finitelygenerated and is the smallest essential
left ideal of R.
Proof.

The

proof of the "only if" part is similar to that of (1.8). To

prove the "if" part, suppose that RR is finitelycogenerated.
it follows that Q―C＼u^qIr{uS). By assumption
that 0=n?=i/fl(WjS)

and

hence

we

have

Since Qs=Hu^quS,

there exist uu ■■■
, un in Q such

(?=2"=iMfS.

This shows

that Q is

finitelvgenerated.
Theorem
R/rad(R)

1.10. Let Q

be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

R

is semilocal, i.e

is semisimfile.

Proof.

Let soc(Qs)=0?=i Q%, where each Qt is a simple submodule of QS.

Then rad(/?)=n?=i Ir(Qi)‑ Since each lR(Qi)is a maximal leftideal of R and
0‑>/?/rad(/?)‑>￡)?=,
R/UQt)

is exact, R/radCR) is semisimple.
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In particular,we have by [1, Proposition15.17]
Proposition 1.11. For a left dual‑bimoduleQ, we have
soc(RQ)= %Q(rad(i?))=soc(Qs).
Henceforth we shalldenote soc(RQ)=soc(Qs) simply by soc(Q).
Using [1, Corollary 15.18],for any i?‑module RM,
rad(*M)=rad(i?)‑M
and M/rad(/jM) is semisimple,i.e. RMis semisimple if and only if rad(^M)=0
As an applicationof (1.6)and (1.11),we have
Proposition

1.12. Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

the following con‑

ditions are equivalent:
(1)

R is semisimple.

(2)

Qs is semisimple.

(3)

RQ is semisimple.

(4)

Z(RQ)=0.

(5)

rad(Qs)=0.

Lemma
from

1.13. Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

a left ideal of R

to Q

Then

every R‑homomorphism

with finitelygenerated image is given by a right

multiplication of an element of Q.
Proof.
The

Cf. [4, Proposition 5.2].

preceding lemma

of R, every diagram

implies that, for every finitelygenerated left ideal A

of the form
A<

R

1
Q

is completed by an i?‑homomorphism R‑>Q.
Hence, by [6, Proposition2.81 we have
Corollary

1.14. Let

If either RQ

or RR is

In general, for a finitelygenerated left ideal A of R, the mapping

Q/＼Q{A)

Noetherian, then rQ

Q

be a left dual‑bimodule.

must be an injective cogenerator.

‑>A* given by u + 1q(A)―>ur＼ais an S‑monomorphism.
that this mapping

is suriective and hence

The lemma

also shows
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Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule and Q' an (R, S)‑subrnodule. If RQ's is also
a left dual‑bimodule, then RQ' must be faithful. Hence, Q'―1qIr(Q')=:>iq(0)=Q.
Thus,

there is no proper (R, S)‑submodule

However,

Proposition

1.15. Let Q

and R=R/lR(Q').
Proof.
=au'

which is also a left dual‑bimodule.

we have
be a left dual‑bimodule,

Then rQ's is a left dual‑bimodule.

Since Q' can be regarded as an R‑module

for a(ER

Q' an (R, S)‑submodule

and

Ir(Q")=U(Q")/UQ')

u'^Q',

we

by defining a+lR(Q')'u'

have 1q‑(A/UQ'))=iq.(A)

for Q"^Q's.

for A/lR{Q')^RR

and

Therefore, we have 1^q'(A/Ir(Q'))=Ir1q<A)

= /≪^'(^)/U(?0=(/≪^(v4)+/≪(O0)//i?(<?')=/iJ^(^)/W(?')=^///J(Q')and^‑/≪(Q'')
^Q<UQ")/tR{Q'))=^UQff)^＼QtR{Qf')r＼Q'=Q"r＼Q!=‑Qr
In particular, for a left dual‑bimodule Q, soc(￡?)i s an (R, S)‑submodule
hence ssoc((?)s is a left dual‑bimodule
(1.12), where
The

satisfying the equivalent

and

condition of

R=R/rad(R).

following theorem

characterizes simple Artinian rings by means

of the

notion of left dual‑bimoduies.
Theorem

1.16. For a ring R

the following conditions are equivalent'.

(1)

R is simple Artinian.

(2)

For every R‑module

(3)

For every finitelygenerated R‑module RQ^0,

RQ‑￡Q, RQs is a left dual‑bimodule with S=End(RQ).
rQs is a left dual‑bimodule

with S=End(RQ).
(4)

For

every simple R‑module

RQ, RQs

is a left dual‑bimodule with S=

End (jtQ).
(5)

There exists a simple R‑module RQ such that RQS is a left dual‑bimodule

with S=End(RQ).
If this is the case, R = x End(Qs)

for every R‑module RQ^0

with S―End(RQ).

Furthermore, in case RQ is finitelygenerated, S is also simple Artinian.

Proof. (1)=K2). Let R be a simple Artinianring, RQ=￡0and S=End(RQ).
Then

by [1, Exercise 13.10] RQ is a cogenerator. Hence every (cyclic)R‑

module is (?‑torsionless.
Furthermore, rQ is balanced by [1, Exercise 18.32] which means that A is
surjective.However, Ker^

must be zero, since R is a simple ring and Q=￡Q.

Thns, we have R=k End(Qs).
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left ideal of R.
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can write R
Using

as i?=ffi1c"‑Rm≫

this decomposition,

Q), where

each Hom#(m*,

with each m*

Qs=HomR(R,

Q)=

Q) is either simple or

zero by [1, Exercise 16.18]. It follows that Qs is semisimple.
Now

let Q'^Qs‑

Then

Q/Q'

is isomorphic

to a submodule

of Qs

and

hence is Q‑torsionless. Thus, by (1.4) RQS is a left dual‑bimodule.
(2H(3H(4H(5)
(5)=X1).

are clear.

Let RQ be a simple /?‑module such that RQs is a left dual‑bimodule

with S―End(RQ).

Then

for any ideal A of R

(5 and is either Q or 0. Hence
ring.

A

must

＼q(A)is an (/?, S)‑submodule

be either 0 or i? and

Since rad(i?)=Q, RR is semisimple

by (1.10). Thus

R

of

is a simple

R is simple Artinian

by [1, Proposition 13.5].
Note that in the preceding theorem each condition of (1) to (5) is also equi‑
valent to each one of the following
(3') For every finitelygenerated i?‑module RQi=Q, RQs is a dual‑bimodule
with S=End(RQ).
(4') For

every

simple i?‑module

RQ,

RQs

is a dual‑bimodule

with

S=

End(*Q).
(5') There

exists a simple i?‑module RQ such that RQs is a dual‑bimodule

with S=End(RQ).
To

see this, assume

that R is simple Artinian and RQ‑￡0 is a finitelygen‑

erated i?‑module with S=End(RQ).

As

was

shown

in the proof of (1)=X2)

the preceding theorem, RQS is a left dual‑bimodule and
to prove (3') it is sufficient to show
semisimple
RQn

with

Therefore,

RQi

simple

S is isomorphic

and

Q^Q,

As

we

Since RQ is

can write RQ as Q=QiR‑‑‑

for all i and j [1, Exercise 13.1].

to the ring of all nXn

ring End(RQi) and thus it is simple Artinian.
(3'H(4'H(5'H(5)

s^ End ((?$). Hence,

that S is simple Artinian.

by (1.12) and is finitelygenerated, we
each

R

of

matrices over

This

shows

the division

that (1)=X3') and

are evident.

shall^show

in Example

4.5, the condition (2') corresponding to the

condition (2) of (1.16) does not hold in general.
The

following proposition follows from (1.14) and

the proof of (1>4(2) of

(1.16).

Proposition 1.17. Let R be a semisimplering and RQ an R‑module with
S=End(BQ).
nerator.

Then RQS is a left dual‑bimoduleif and only if RQ is a coge‑
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Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

Then

Qs is finitelycogenerated and hence

by [1, Exercise 10.15] Qs has a finiteindecomposable
･

(&Qn

with

for some

each

A{<^rR

Qt indecomposable.

and R/At

and R/Ai^A'/A&A'/Ai

Each

For, if R/At

A"^RR,

{Ai)liiin is coindepend‑

/: i?‑>0?=1 R/At

defined by f(a)=(a + Ai)

for aei?

is surjective by [1, Exercise 6.18]. Furthermore,

Ir{Q)―^‑

Thus, we

have R = f c?=i R/At

is decomposable

then we have Qi=＼q{A')@＼Q{Alf),

a contradiction. Since iiQ{Ai+r＼HiAj)=Qir＼Tij+iQ}=0,
ent and hence the i?‑homomorphism

Qs―Q＼R

Qt can be written as Qi‑iQ(Ai)

is indecomposable.

for At^A',

decomposition

and R

has

Ker f=C＼i=i At―

a finite indecomposable

decomposition.
Proposition

1.18. Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

have finite indecomposable

decompositions.

Then

both Qs

and RR

In particular, Qs is indecomposable

if and only if RR is indecomposable.
Finally, in closing this section, we shall show

that the notion of left dual‑

bimodules is closed under Morita equivalence.
To see this,let RQS

be a left dual‑bimodule and T

via an equivalence H: mod‑S^mod‑T.

There

a ring equivalent to S

exists a (T, S)‑bimodule P

that TP and Ps are progenerators and H is given by H=Woms(P,
22.1]. We

assume

that for simplicity H―Woms{P,

21.7], each submodule
the inclusion map
Lemma

of H(Q)T is of the form

such

‑)[1, Theorem

‑). Using [1, Proposition

Im H(v)

for some

Q'^Qs

and

v: Q'‑*Q.

1.19.

With the same

notation as above, we have

(1) lR(JmH(v))=UQ').
(2)

%*<c>/*(ImH(v))=lm

H{v).

For a left ideal A of R and the inclusion map
(3)

%*w(4)=Im

p.: ＼Q{A)―>Q,

H(ft).

(4) Ir*hw(A)=A.
Proof.

(1) Suppose

(a‑vf)(p)=a‑f(p)^aQ'=O
that a^lR(lrnH(v)).

that a^lR{Q').
and

Since Ps is a

P^>‑>≪Q/‑*0 is exact.

(a‑avx)(p)=0
such

let igP(J)

vxx{pi)+ ■■･
+vxk(pk) for some

and any pe^P

Conversely, suppose

generator, there exists a set J

u'<=Q'

a‑a(x)=(a‑aviXpi)+

for any f^H(Q')

For the injection map i^ : P‑+Pa＼ l^A,

and hence by assumption
and

Then

hence lR(Q')<,lR(lmH(v)).

for each

that ≪(x)=w'.
^i,･･･, 2.k^A

･･･+(a‑avzk)(pk)=0.

peP

Then
and

and

such that

avx is in H(Q')
each l&A.

Let

x can be written as x ―

px, ･■■
, pk^P.

Then

au' =

Hence, a^lR(Q') and thus fo(Imi/(v))
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(2)
/>eP

Let f<B＼HCQ)lR(ImH(i>))=>inCQ)lR(Q').Then

a‑f(p)=(a‑fXP)=0.

bimodule.
Hence

It follows

we

(3)

and K. Hashimoto

have

Let

Hence

that f(p)=v{f(p))

(4)

{vf){p)

for each a^A

H(ft), where f<^H(iQ(A)).

a‑f(p)=Q.

since BQ5 is a left dual‑
and

thus

/ = y/elm#(v).

%^(Q)/≪(Im//(y))^Im //(v)and thus (2) follows.

f<=iHCQ‑)(A). Then

It follows that f(p)<=＼Q{A) and

0.
ftfelm

for each a e/*((?') and each

/(/>)e%QW)=￡',

Hence, a‑ftf=O

Then

and each p&P

hence

f―fif ElmH(pt).

for each aeA

a‑f(p)=(af)(p)
Conversely, let

and each peP

(a‑ftfXp)

and ^/eiffCQ)(^4). Thus, we have *#<Q)(.A)=Im i/(^).

Using (1), lR(lmH(fi))=lpiQ(A)

and hence by (3) lRimQi(A)=lRiQ(A)=A,

since pO.s is a left dual‑bimodule.

Theorem

1.20. Let Q

be a left dual‑himoduleand let T he a ring equi‑

valentto S via an equivalenceH: mod‑S―>mod‑T.

Then rH(Q)t is also a left

dual‑himodule.
As is well‑known, S and the ring (S)n of allnXn

matrices over S are

equivalentviai/=― <g)sSn: mod‑S‑^mod‑(S)n. Hence, we have
Corollary

1.21. Let Q be a left dual‑himodule.

Then for each n>0,

RQn^n

is also a left dual‑himodule.
In particular,if R is a dual ring, then for each n>0,

*‑#?/≫,
is a left dual‑

himodule.

2.

Diial‑Bimoditles.

If Q is a left dual‑bimodule, then there are only finitelymany
phic simple

submodules

of Qs.

(1.10) there are only finitelymany
each of which is isomorphic

However,

in case

non‑isomorphic

to a submodule

non‑isomor‑

Q is a dual‑bimodule, by

simple right S‑modules

and

of Qs [6, Proposition 2.8]. Further‑

more, we have
Theorem
(1)

2.1. Let Q

be a dual‑bimodule.

Then

The Q‑dual of every simple left R‑module as well as that of every simple

right S‑module is simple.
(2)

Every simple left R‑module

as well as every simple right S‑module is Q‑

reflexive.
(3)

There is a bijectionbetween the irredundant

the simple left R‑modules

sets of representatives of

and the simple right S‑modules.

On

Proof.

Suppose

i?‑module.
Ru
M*

Then
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first that Q

is a left dual‑bimodule and RM

of RQ for some mgQ.
Therefore,
is simple, since lR(u) is a maximal

M*^(R/Ir(u))*=>iqIr(u)=uS

However,

―Ru,
can

and hence

left ideal. Thus, for each mgQ,

is simple if and only if uSs is simple and further we have

S‑module

is a simple

by [6, Proposition 2.8] M is isomorphic to a simple submodule

uS=(Ru)*

rRu
via us

if in addition Q is a right dual‑bimodule, then every simple right

is of the form

Ru^(uS)*

be seen

uS for some

mgQ.

Since (uS)*=(S/>is(u))* = Iq>is(u)

via au―>aL＼usand thus for each mgQ

as a bijection between

the mapping

Ru―>uS

irredundant sets of representatives of the

simple left i?‑modules and the simple right S‑modules.
Finally it is easy to see that isomorphisms

mentioned

above yield the con‑

dition (2).
More

precisely, we have

Proposition

2.2. For a dual‑bimodule Q, let eu ･･･, em and fu ･･･, fm

basic sets of zdempotents of the semisimple ring R ―R/rad(R)

be

and S=S/rad(S),

respectively. Then
ei‑soc(Q), e2‑soc(Q), ･･･, em‑soc(Q)
and
soc((?)‑/i, soc(Q)‑f%, ■■■
, soc(Q)‑fm
exhaust non‑isomorphic simple right S‑modules and that of simple left R‑modules,
respectively.
Proof.
ping

For each z, /s(ei‑soc((?))={aei?￨aeierad(i?)}

R‑>Rei,

Therefore,

given by a‑^dei} is an i?‑epimorphism

gj‑soc(Q) is a simple submodule

(i?//flOrSQc(Q)))*^(#ej)*.
Theorem

2.3. Let

of Qs.

and hence the map‑

with kernel /*(0i‑soc( (?)).
Furthermore,

ej‑soc(Q)=

Q

Thus, the proposition follows from (2.1).
be a

dual‑bimodule.

Then

every finitelygenerated

submodule of Qs as well as that of RQ is Q‑reflexive.

To see this,we need a lemma

which is shown by a similarway as in [4,

Proposition5.21.
Lemma

2.4. Let Q

be a dual‑bimoduleand Q'^Qs‑

Then every S‑homo

morphism from Q' to Q with finitelyg enerated image is given by a left multi
plicationof an element of R.
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It follows from

this lemma

and K. Hashimoto
that if Qs

is Noetherian, then Qs is quasi

injective.
Proof

of (2.3). For every finitelygenerated submodule

momomorphism

Q' of Qs,

the R‑

R/Ir(Q')‑j>Q'* given by a + lR(Q')‑^aL＼Q' yields by (2.4)

Therefore, using the natural isomorphism

Q' = ＼qIr{Q')=(R/Ir(Q'))*, we see

that Q' is O‑reflexive.
The

preceding theorem is not true without the assumption

generated (see Example
Since soc(Qs)

that Q' is finitely

4.1).

is finitely generated, the above isomorphism

R/Ir(Q')=Q'*

yields, in particular,
#/rad(#)sEnd(soc≪?)s)
as rings.
From

(2.3) and [1, Proposition 20.14] we

Corollary

have

2.5. Let Q be a dual‑bimodule.

erated submodule

Then

for

every finitely gen‑

Q' of Qs, R/Ir(Q') is Q‑reflexive.

The proof of [4, Theorem 5.3] carries over almost word for word to the
case of dual‑bimodules.
Proposition

2.6. Let

Q

be a dual‑bimodule.

Then

for each n>0

every

factor module of Qs has finite Goldie dimension.
In particular, in case where Qs is a generator, every finitelygenerated right
S‑module

has finiteGoldie dimension.

Proof.
submodule

First we

shall prove

of any factor module

Let n ―l and K<?Q'<LQs.
finitelygenerated.
(&i‑2i(UiS+K)/K,
same

Then
where

simple S‑module

by induction

We

now

by (2.2) Q'/K

that Q'/K

e‑soc(Q).

semisimple

Let

is semisimple, which

is simple and

/*: iiiS+K‑^e‑soc(Q)

is isomorphic
be

is not

and hence we have

to the

the composite

with the isomorphism.

define for any subset A of N, where

integers, an 5‑homomorphism

that every

contains a countably infinite direct sum

each (utS + K)/K

ai^lR(K)

n

of Qs is finitelygenerated.
Suppose

of the canonical map ;r<: uiS‑{‑K―>(uiSJrK)/K
(2.4) fi = airJfor some

on

Then

by

ciiUiS=e‑soc(Q).

TV denotes the set of positive

On

hA: Sisi (uiS+K)
to be hA(ui)―aiUi whenever
tending
hence
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―> e‑soc(Q)

z'eyf, hA(ui)=0

whenever

z<￡vl,I ia(K)―0 and ex‑

this definition by linearity. By (2.4) hA=bAL
for each

A

and i<=N

we

have

for some

bA^(‑R{K) and

ebAUi―hAUi, since the image

of /z^is

e‑soc(Q).
Using [4, Lemma
subsets of N.

We

is a direct sum.
cxebAl+

5.1] there is an uncountable independent
shall show

To

tj^Ajr＼(A^r＼

cxebAlutj‑＼

―0 and

therefore

simple,

Q'/K

(1.11).

Ir(Q'). Since

means

c,‑eerad(i?)

have

shown

is an
implies

that

Thus,

we

see that

tion).

A

symmetrical
Q'/K

dim

is a

Q'/K=Q)i^i

― ＼N＼,a contradiction.
module
Now
module

now

an

Hence

show

;'. Then

and
=

Since
bAkutj

that

c,‑ee

J?c;e+rad(i?)

therefore

Since

we

have

ebAjutj^

RcjebAjutj‑＼‑r&d(R)bAjUtj:=:O,
However,

of any

factor

suppose

Q7‑^‑rad(S)^rad(QV‑^)=0

radC^‑^^‑Q^O

and

above,

^‑module

it is semisimple

cular when

let

since

ebAjUtj=bAjUtj

bAj^ln(K),

and

so

we

have

and

/*(A>(?'^/Q(rad(S))=

and

we

have

CjebAj^lR{Q').

rad(R)‑lR(K)

This

shows

that

is a direct sum.

Hence

whenever

tj<￡Ak.

We

for some

and
take

the set N＼At.

then

that lR{K)‑Q'‑rad(5)=0

Therefore,

JjAec(RebA+UQ'))/UQ')

bA(ElR(K)

that Cj‑e^rad(i?)

is semisimple,

^(rad(i?))by

we

if k^j,

for l^;^n.

of C

j, l^j^n,

Ail means

bAjUtj^e‑soc(Q)^soc(Q)=iQ(rad(R)).

which

As

each

Re^{Re+rad(R))/r&d(R)^(Rcje‑＼‑rad(R))/rad(R)^Q.

Q'‑rad(S)^K,

U(K)/Ir(Q')

For

a contradiction.

Since

^

But

CjebAjutj=0

― (RCje‑＼‑rad(R))bAjut.

and

= atjUtj^0,

have

be distinct elements

^1),
where

i?e+rad(i?)=i?oe+rad(i?)

(Re+r&d(R))bAjUtj
CjebAjutj―0

jllr＼ ■■■
( ＼A

Suppose

=￡rad(i?) and hence
is

■■■
, An

cu ■･■
, cn^R.

＼‑cnebAnutj=0.

we

rad(/?) for 1^/^n.

Re

let Au

where

･･･ nA]＼r＼A

Utj^Q',

that

this end,

･･･ +cnebAn^lR(Q')

collection C of

rad(R)‑lR(K)<lR(Q'),

and

is a semisimple

{RebA‑＼‑lR{Q'))/tR{Q')
and

so

non

now

is a

gives

{uiS+K)/K.

module

of Qs

of Q% is finitely generated.

submodule

have

we

of

(see [4, p. 259]

semisimple.

for the defini‑
But

5‑module

that every

hand,

lR(K)/lR{Q').

this

and

clearly in this case

established

see that

the other

is also

semisimple

However,

we

that, for k^n

On

dim(Q'/K)>＼N＼.

finitely generated

Thus,

which

RA^c{RebA+lR{Q'))/lR{Q')

(lR(K)/lR(Q'))^＼C＼>＼N＼
argument

from

i?‑module.

holds

in parti‑

dxm(Q'/K)

semisimple

sub‑

is finitely generated.

―1, every

semisimple

Let k = n and K^Qns.

submodule
Then

of any

factor

(Qn'1+K)/K^
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Qn/Kand

and K. Hashimoto

we have soc(Qn/K)^soc((Qn

Since (Qn‑1 + K)/K^Qn‑1/(Qn

i+K)/K)Rsoc(Qn/K)/soc((Qn‑1+K)/K),

1nK)>

it follows that by induction hypothesis

soz{{Qn

1+K)/K)

+K)/K)

^soc(Qn/K)/(soc {Qn /K)r＼{Qn'1 + K)/K)

((Qn

is finitelygenerated.

1‑{‑K)/K)￡Qn/(Qn‑1+K).

coordinates of elements
(vi, ■■■,
vn)^vn

dent.

of Q/Kn.

Then

Qn/(Qn

1+K)

of all the n‑th

is isomorphic

Hence, it is finitelygenerated.

to Q/Kn

For each a^A,

Therefore, we

lemma

we shall show
for a^A

that Qn/K

see

has finiteGoldie dimen‑

and suppose that (Qa/K)aeA

take Q^xa=xa+K^QJK.

Then

is indepen‑

xa‑r&d(S)^xaS

and hence xaS/xa ･rad (S) is a nonzero semisimple

and (BAxa‑rad(S)

(&A(xaS/xa‑rad(S))

are submodules

is a semisimple

is finitely generated.

submodule

It follows that A

of Qn/K.

Hence we

of Qn/K'

for some

is a finiteset, which

by

S‑module.

Using [1, Exercise 6.3] we have ^AxaS/^Axa‑r&d(S)^(BA(xaS/xa‑r&d(S))
both (&AxaS

via

is also finitelygenerated.

0^Qa/K^Qn/K

Nakayama's

+ (Q71'1+ K)/K)/

Let Kn denote the submodule

of K.

Finally, for any K<LQs,
sion. Let

^ (soc(Qn/K)

and hence soc((5"/‑K")/soc(((?n"1+i;C)/i;C)
can be seen as a semi‑

simple submodule
that soc(Qn/K)

On the other hand, soo.(Qn/K)/soz{(Qn‑1

and

can see that
K'^Qs

and

completes the

proof of the proposition.

Theorem

2.7. Let Q be a dual‑bimodule. Then

R is a dense subring of

End ((?*).
In particular,
if Qs is finitely
g enerated, then we have
R^xEnd(Qs).
Proof.

Let /eEnd(Qs),

MiS+ ■･･
+unS.

Then

there existsan a^R
is dense in End(OA

uu ■･･
, un finitelym any elements of Q and Q'=

the mapping

f＼Q>belongs to Q'* and hence by (2.4)

such that /Iq‑^QlIq'. Thus, f(ut)=auit l^i^n,

If Qs is not finitelygenerated, the theorem is not always
(see

Example

4.1).

We

note

and R

true in general

that the last part of the theorem

also follows

from (2.5).
By [1, Theorem
only if every

24.1], an (R, S)‑bimodu!e Q defines a Morita duality if and

factor module

of RR, Ss, rQ and

for a dual‑bimodule by (1.4) and (2.7) we
Theorem

have

2.8. Let. Q be an (R, S)‑bimodule such that both RQ and Qs are

finitely generated.
(1)

Qs is Q‑reflexive. However,

Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

Q is a dual‑bimodule.

On dual‑bimodules
(2)
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RR and Ss are Q‑reflexive and every factor module of RR, Ss, rQ and

Qs is Q‑torsionless.

Lemma

2.9

Let
Then

radUQ)^sQs.
Proof.

Q

be

a

dual‑bimodule

every idempotent

Cf. [4, Theorem

with

of R

X surjective.

can be lifted modulo

that

rad(i?).

3.8].

Thus, we

have

Theorem

2.10. Let Q be a dual‑bimodule with

rad(fiQ)^rad(Qs).

Assume

Qs

finitely generated and

Then R is semiperfect.

As we shallshow in Example 4.1, there is a dual‑bimoduleQ for which R
is semiperfect,but Qs is not finitelyg enerated.

3.

Dualities.

For a left dual‑bimodule Q, it Is shown
Q‑torsionless. The

following theorem

module being P‑reflexive. First, we

Lemma

in (1.2) every cyclic /?‑module is

gives a criterion for every

cyclic R‑

need a lemma.

3.1(cf.[3, Proposition1.1]). Let RQS

be an (R, S)‑bimoduleand

Ns an S‑module such that Qs is N‑injectiveand Ns is Q‑reflexive. Then for
K^LNs, N/K is Q‑torsionless
if and only if K is Q‑reflexive.
Proof.

Let Qs be Af‑injective
and K<LNS.

Then we have a commutative

diagram with exact rows
0 ―> k

>N

where

a*

means

by [1, Lemma

Theorem

―> N**

the evaluation map.

&NIK

―> (N/K)**
Assume

3.14] we see that Onik is monic

this is so if and
submodule

I

On

Ok

0 ―> K**

> N/K ―‑>0

I

I

only if aK is an isomorphism,

since K is Q‑torsionless as a

of Ns.
3.2. Let Q be a left dual‑bimodule.

tions are equivalent:
(1)

that Ns is Q‑reflexive. Then
if and only if aK is epic and

Qs is quasi‑injectiveand X is surjective.

Then

the following

condi‑
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(2)

Every cyclic R‑module is Q‑reflexive.

(3)

Every finitelygenerated Q‑torsionlessR‑module is Q‑reflexive.

Moreover,

if each one of these conditions holds, then R is semiperfect and

every submodule
Proof.
Then
we

and K. Hashimoto

of Qs is finitely cogenerated Q‑reflexive.

(1)=X3).

i?"^M‑>0

Let

RM

be a finitelygenerated Q‑torsionless i?‑module.

is exact for some

have a commutative

diagram

n>0.

Since (Rn)*^Qn

with exact rows

Rn

> M

I

>0

1

Grin

Om

(#≫)**

> M**

>0

Since 1 is surjective, aRn is an epimorphism
phism.

Thus,

and Q is (?"‑injective,

and

hence oM is also an epimor‑

M is Q‑reflexive.

(3)=^(2). This is evident by (1.2).
(2)=X1).

For any A<LRR

is an i?‑homomorphism.
yields a commutative

the mapping

XA: R^'iqiA)*

With the canonical S‑isomorphism

given by a‑>az,UeM)
h : {R/A)^‑^hq{A),

XA

diagram
R

>* R/A
Oria

iQ(A)*

>h*(R/A)**

Since Oria is an epimorphism,

so is XA‑

/: ＼q{A)‑*Q, there exists an

asi?

Therefore, for every 5‑homomorphism

such that f=aL＼fiQu>

injective. In particular,if we take ^4=0, then we
As was

Thus, Qs is quasi‑

see that 1 is surjective.

pointed out in [3, p. 120], if Qs is quasi‑injective,then End(Qs)

is semiperfect if and only if Qs has finite Goldie dimension.
part of the theorem

Hence,

the last

follows from (1.3),(1.7) and (3.1).

As is seen from (2.4)and (2.7),if Q is a dual‑bimodule and Qs is Noetherian,
then Q

satisfiesthe equivalent condition of the preceding theorem.

It is also to be noted

that the equivalence in the preceding theorem is

closely related to the assumption
this assumption
We

we

that Q is a left dual‑bimodule

can not prove (3)‑‑4(l).See Example

and

without

4.6.

shall give another criterionfor every cyclici?‑module being Q‑reflexive.

To do this, for an (R, 5)‑bimodule RQS, consider the full subcategory M
mod

of R‑

of finitely generated Q‑torsionless /?‑modules and the full subcategory N

On dual‑bimodules
of mod‑S

whose

objects are all the 5‑modules TV such that there exists an exact

sequence of the form 0‑>/V―>Q"‑^Q/ for some
Theorem
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n>0

3.3. For an (R, S)‑bimodule Q, consider the following conditions:

(1)

Qs is quasi‑injectiveand 1 is surjective.

(2)

The pair (Hr, H")
H'=HomR(‑,

of functors

Q):M

defines a duality between
Then

and a set /.

(1) implies (2).

M

―>
and

N

and

H"=Homs(‑,

Q): N ―>

M

N.

// Q is a left dual‑bimodule

with

rQ

finitely generated,

then (2) implies (1) and in this case (1) and (2) are equivalent.

Proof.

(1)=X2) (cf. [3, Proposition 1.3]). First, we

proof of (1)=X3) of (3.2) each rMelM
Next

we show

that M*<EiN for every RM^M.

i?n‑>M―>0 is exact for some
that Qn/a(M*)

n>0.

note that from

the

is Q‑reflexive.
Since M

Hence 0‑>M*‑>a$n

is finitelygenerated,

is exact.

We

may

show

is Q‑torsionless. Since 1 is surjective, aR is an epimorphism

and hence R* is Q‑reflexive. Therefore, Q is Q‑refiexive and so is Qn.
ing (3.1) to Qs and Qns, we

see that Qn/a(M*)

Apply‑

is Q‑torsionless, since M*

is Q‑

reflexive.
Now

we

for some

show

n>0

that NS^N

implies 7V*eM.

Let

0―>N^Qn^Q1

and /. Since Qs is Qn‑injective,(Qn)*‑+N*―>0 is exact.

more, X is surjective and hence Rn―>(Q*)n^0 is exact.
be exact, from

which

be exact
Further‑

Thus, Rn―>N*‑*0

we see that N* is finitelygenerated.

must

By [1, Proposition

20.14] TV* is Q‑torsionless.
Finally we
(2)=X1).
23.5].

see that iV is Q‑refiexive for Ns^N,

This follows from a similar way

Note that, by the assumption

applying (3.1) again.

as in the proof of [1, Theorem

that RQ is finitelygenerated, we may

use

[1, Exercise 20.5].

As is shown
M and N.

above, the quasi‑injectivity
of Qs implies a dualitybetween

The converse,however, is not the case without the assumption that

Q is a left dual‑bimodule. See Example 4.6.
Now

let RQs be an (R, S)‑bimodule and let M

that Qs is quasi‑injectiveand X is surjective. Then
of (3.3), M

assume

further that Qs

the full subcategory of mod‑S

Assume

as is remarked in the proof

is the full subcategory of finitelygenerated

On the other hand, if we
/V becomes

and N be as above.

Q‑reflexive i?‑modules.

is finitely cogenerated, then

of finitelycogenerated (^‑reflexive S‑
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and

K.

Hashimoto

modules.
Proposition

3.4. Let Q be an (R, S)‑bimodule such that Qs is quasi‑injedive

and X is surjective. Assume

further that Qs is finitelycogenerated.

M={RM＼M

is finitelygenerated and Q‑reflexive),

N―{NS＼N

is finitely cogenerated and Q‑reflexive}.

Then

and

Proof.

It is clear that each NS^N

is finitelycogenerated and Q‑reflexive.

Conversely, suppose that Ns is finitelycogenerated Q‑reflexive. Then
exists an n>0

for which

0‑>Ns^aQn

less and thus 0‑^Ns^>aQn‑>QJ

is exact.

is exact for some

By (3.1) Qn/a(N)
set /.

For a dual‑bimodule Q, by [6, Proposition 2.8] and [7, Lemma
Lemma

3.5. For a dual‑bimodule Q

there

is <?‑torsion‑

4], we have

with 1 surjective, the following condi‑

tions are equivalent:
(1)

Qs is injective.

(2)

Qs is a cogenerator,

(3)

E(QS) is Q‑torsionless.

Let flFG and R＼C be the full subcategory of finitely generated and finitely
cogenerated left i?‑modules, respectively. We shall use similar notations for
right S‑modules.

Theorem

3.6. For a dual‑bimoduleQ with RQ finitelyg enerated, the fol

lowing conidtionsare equivalent:
(1) Qs isinjectiveand X is surjective.
(2) (H', H") definesa dualitybetween M and FCs‑
Proof.
(2)=X1).

(1)=X2) follows from [1, Excersise 10.3], (3.3),(3.4) and (3.5).
As is seen from

the proof of (3.3)each RM<^M

hence by (3.2) X is surjective. On
Therefore,
shows

E{QS) = M*

for some

is Q‑reflexive and

the other hand, since Qs^FCs,

MezM

E(QS)^FCS.

and thus E(QS) is (?‑torsionless. This

that Qs is iniective by (3.5).

Let RQs be an (R, S)‑bimodule. Then by [1, Theorem 24.1] Q definesa
Morita duality if and only if Q is a balanced bimodule such that RQ and Qs
are injectivecogenerators. Hence, as a consequence of (3.6),we obtain

On dual‑bimodules
Theorem
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3.7. Let Q be a dual‑bimodule with RQ and Qs finitelygenerated.

the following conditions are equivalent:

(1)

Q

defines a Morita duality.

(2)

Q is a balanced bimodule such that RQ

(3) (//',H")
and FCc.
Theorem

and Qs are injective.

defines a duality between flFG and ＼CS and

3.8. Let R

and

S be rings.

Then

one between

R＼C

the following conditions are

equivalent:
(1)

There exists a duality between R＼G and FGs.

(2) There exists a dual‑bimodule RQs
finitelygenerated.
(3)

There

exists a

such that rR

dual‑bimodule RQs

is Artinian and

RQ

is

such that Ss is Artinian and Qs is

finitelygenerated.
Moreover, if this is the case, a left R‑(right S‑)module is Q‑reflexive if and
only if it is finitelygenerated if and only if it is finitely cogenerated.
Proof.

(1)=K2) follows from [1, Theorem

(2)=)(1). Assume
Hence,

(2). Then

duality by (3.7).

exists a duality between
Similarly we

can

Thus,

prove

again

Therefore,

by [1, Theorem

the equivalence of (1) and (3). The

fl. Theorem

Q

24.8] there

rest of the

24.81.

4.1. Let p be a prime

number

R are exhausted by Rpn,
let Q=Q/R.

proper submodules

and

R=Zw={a/b^Q＼{a,

Q is the field of rational numbers.

tive local ring with the unique maximal

we

are injective and,

Examples.

Example

more

is finitely generated.

≪FG and FCs.

also follows from

and p＼b), where

Now

and

its right‑hand version, Q is a balanced bimodule.

defines a Morita

4.

Qs is Noetherian

by (1.14) and its right‑hand version, both RQ and Qs

by (2.7) and

theorem

24.8],

n>0.

Then

Q

The

ideal Rp

Then

R

and nonzero

h)―l

is a commuta‑
proper ideals of

quotient fieldof R is Q.

is an (/?,i?)‑bimodule and

of QR are those of the form p

nR/R

the only nonzero

for some

n>0.

Further‑

have

(1) rQr

is a dual‑bimodule,

since for each

n>0,

＼Q(Rpn)=p

nR/R

and

lR(p‑nR/R)‑=Rpn.
(2)

QR is an injective cogenerator.

(3)

rQr

However,

it is not finitelygenerated.

can not define a Morita duality. Indeed, as was pointed out in [4,

Y. Kurata
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Example

6.1], X is not surjective and hence

by (2.5), each

R/Rpn

is Q‑reflexive.

closed under extensions.
that every

(4)

Hence

factor module

left ideal of R

Hence,

and K. Hashimoto
RR is not Q‑reflexive. However,

The

each Rpn

class of Q‑reflexive i?‑modules is

can not be Q‑reflexive. This shows

(=￡/?) of RR is Q‑reflexive, but there is no nonzero

which is Q‑reflexive.

QR is not Q‑reflexive. Indeed, if QR
the exactness of the sequence

is Q‑reflexive, then so is Q*.

0‑≫/?‑≫*(?*
implies that RR must

be Q‑

reflexive, a contradiction.
Example

4.2. Using

R=R/Rpn.

Then

bimodule.

the same

notations as above, let Q'―p

nR/R

and

rQ'r is a left dual‑bimodule by (1.15), but not a right dual‑

Indeed there is no latticeisomorphism

between

the submodule

lattices

of RR and RQ'.
Example

4.3. Using

the same

notations as above, rQ'r can be regarded

as a dual‑bimodule again by (1.15). rQ'r

defines a Morita

duality, since R

is

an Artinian ring.
Example

4.4. Let Q―Q/Z,

a (Z, Z)‑bimodule

where

Z is the ring of integers.

Then

Q is

and every factor module of zZ and Qz is (?‑torsionless,since

Q is a cogenerator over Z.

However,

X is not surjective and

Q is not a left

dual‑bimodule by (1.10).

Example

4.5. Let R be a simple Artinian ring and take RQ=RN,

N denotes the set of positiveintegers. Then
and hence by (1.16) RQS

with S=End(RQ)

where

RQ is not finitelycogenerated
is a left dual‑bimodulebut not a

right dual‑bimoduleby (1.8).
Example

4.6. Let R

field and let Q=RRR.

be the ring of 2x2

upper triangular matrices over a

Then

(1)

Q is not a left dual‑bimodule, since soc(/j(?)^soc((J/j).

(2)

Every

finitely generated

Q‑torsionless left i?‑module

since R is left and right Artinian and hereditary and

is Q‑reflexive,

every Q‑torsionless left

i?‑module is projective.
(3)

QR is not (quasi‑)injective.

(4)

M={RM＼M

(5)

N={NR＼N

is finitelygenerated projective}.
is finitelygenerated projective}.

It is clear that each NR&

N is finitelygenerated projective. Conversely, let

NR be a finitelygenerated proiective i?‑module.

Then

Rm―>NR―>R is split exact

On dual‑bimodules
for some

m>0.

Hence

finitely generated
exists an k>0
(6) Though
between

M

0‑*NR‑>aRm

projective and

105

is also split exact.

is finitely cogenerated

such that 0‑+NR‑^a Rm‑*Rk

Thus,

Rm/a(N)

^‑reflexive.

is

There

is exact.

QR is not quasi‑injective,the pair (//',H") defines a duality

and N. as is well‑known.
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